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Dear Mark,
Thank you for your kind hospitality today and inviting me to join your Rotary lunch.

I

had a lovely time.
We are so grateful that The Rotary of Grays Thurrock has chosen to support Gosh
once again with your Santa Sleigh Carolsinging, and donated an amazing f2,000.
This lovely donation will help Great Ormond Street Children's Hospital give seriously
ill children the chance of a better future. Please pass on our sincere thanks to
everyone involved. I am pleased to enclose our thank you certificates, which
includes one for the running total, which now stands at a fantastic f36,945.18!
Every day brings new challenges at GOSH. Every day, 618 children from across the

for life-changing treatments. Every day, young lives hang in the balance as
patients, families and staff battle the most complex illnesses. Every day, the
brightest minds come together to achieve pioneering medical breakthroughs that
change the lives of thousands of children across the world.
This extraordinary hospital depends on the support of people like you to help fund:
' wards and medical facilities designed around children, which let the hospital treat
UK arrive

more patients
' pioneering research to find treatments and cures for complex childhood illnesses
. advanced medical equipment for treating the toughest conditions
' support services that help make life in hospital as normal as possible for young
patients and their families

'

On behalf of the children, families and staff at GOSH, thank you.
Yours sincerely,
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